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ABSTRACT 

The cross section for the reactions lt0CaCa,Y)1>ltTi, 

lt0Ca(a,p)'+3Sc and *t8Ca(a,n) 51Ti were measured between the center 

of mass energies 01 i.5 MeV and 9.0 MeV with the following results: 

^Cafa.y^Ti: uy = 7 ± 1.5 eV; E_ = 4.109 MeV 
K 

*t0Ca(a,p)lt3Sc: 5nb <. a < 3xl08nb; 4 < E < 9 MeV 

•*8Ca(atn)51Ti: 9xl0"2mb < a < 2xl02mb; 3.5 < E < 6 MeV 

These cross sections have been used to calculate reaction 

rates as a function of temperature for stellar interior and compared 

to theoretical predictions of the "Equivalent Square Well" model. 

Analytical expressions are given for <ov> as a function of 

temperature. 

ix 



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The evolution of stellar objects is mainly determined by the 

dynamic interplay of gravitational and nuclear energy. As a star 

evolves, elemental abundances change as heavy nuclei are constructed 

from lighter ones. The course of this evolution is dependent upon 

various nuclear reactions that occur as the central temperature of 

the star increases by successive stages of gravitational contraction 

and consumption of nuclear fuels. A summary of the nuclear events 

marking the general course of this evolution for a massive star, as 

it is now understood, follows [1]: 

1. At T 'v 10 °K the proton-proton reaction sequence and 

the C-N-0 cycle form helium from hydrogen. 

8 _ 
2. At T 'v- 10 K helium is converted to carbon by the 

triple orreaction. Oxygen is then formed through a - capture by 

carbon and heavier elements are formed through successive a -cap

ture. 

6 12 
3. As T approaches 6 x 10 °K, if enough C still re-

12 12 20 23 
mains, C + C reactions will occur producing Ne, Na and 

2 k  23 12 
perhaps Mg and Hg. If no C was left after stage (2) was 

g 
completed, then temperatures would rise (T ̂  2.5 x 10 K) 

i 
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,, lfi. 28 31 31 
at which time 160+ 0 reactions would produce Si, P, S 

Q A 
and perhaps S. Very little nuclear energy becomes visible light 

at this stage of evolution but rather, it is thought, is lost by 

the star in the form of neutrinos. 

9 o 
4. At T ̂  4 x 10 K inverse reactions (photo-nuclear), 

stimulated by the presence of high energy photons in the tail of 

the black body radiation spectrum, are great enough to establish 

statistical equilibrium among the nuclei between A^28 and AMSO. 

5. After the formation of nuclei around Fe has occurred 

the star has depleted its store of available nuclear energy. At 

this time the star either becomes dormant or supernova processes 

terminate the life of the star, generating a dense "neutron star" 

or black hole. The supernova explosion is considered to be the 

last event in a star which alters abundance ratios to those found 

in young stars and the solar system. It also provides a mechanism 

for distributing the final products throughout space. If a star 

is not massive enough, it may terminate Its evolution sometime 

before stage (5) is reached. 

For any detailed calculations concerning the above events, 

a knowledge of nuclear reaction rates as a function of temperature 

is needed. This information is obtained in the laboratory by 

measurement of the reaction cross-section as a function of the 

energy of an incident particle beam on stationary target nuclei. 

A large number of reaction rates are needed as input for any model 

that attempts to account for the many nuclei that exist in nature. 
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Most of these rates have been obtained from nuclear theory with 

very little direct experimental data. It is, therefore, of interest 

to make these measurements and compare with the values used in 

present models. 

In this work we have examined reaction rates important in 

0 
the last stages of stellar evolution where T is greater than 10 °K. 

Nucleosynthesis models for the production of the nuclei 28$A*56 

have suggested the possible existence of a "bottleneck" centered 

around ^Ti [2], that is, a region in the quasi- equilibrium network 

of nuclear reactions where the number of reactions that transport 

low mass nuclei to high mass nuclei (Fig. 1) is small. It is for 

this reason that we undertook the measurements of the reaction 

40 41+ 40 48 51 
cross-section of Ca(a,Y) Ti, Ca(o,p) Sc and Ca(a,n) Ti. 

At the temperature of interest, the corresponding inci

dent a - particle energies on stationary l,0Ca nuclei are a few 

million electron volts. This is the optimum range of energies 

supplied by the Van de Graaff accelerator of The University of 

Arizona. 
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20 22 24 26 2f 

Neutron Number 

Fig. 1. Network of nuclear reactions illustrating the possible 

existence of a "bottleneck" around ^Ti. 



CHAPTER II 

THEORY 

Thermonuclear Reaction Rates In Stars 

The number of reactions per unit volume per sec [3j between 

two different particles (**He and lt0Ca for example) with number 

densities and is given by 

R = mn2 <<7v> (1) 

where <ov> is defined as follows: 

<ov> = I  a(v) v N(v) dv / / N(v) dv . (2) 

The function a(v) is the reaction cross-section and N(v) is the 

number distribution of the relative velocity (v) of the two reacting 

particles. The cross-section is defined as 

_ number of reactions/target nuclei 

number of incident particles/unit area 

and N(v) is taken as Maxwellian: 

3/2 
N(v) dv - (m/2rkT) exp [j-mv2/2kT] 4*v2dv (3) 

with m - mim2 /(mi+m2), the reduced mass. Therefore 

i v V 2 oo 3 r 2 -i 
<ov> • 4ir(m/2TrkT) f  v a(v) exp [j-mv /2kTj dv . (4) 

A measurement of a comes from the laboratory more naturally 

~as. a function of center of mass energy (o(E)). The above inte

gral is more useful if it is also expressed in center of mass 

5 
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2 
energy (C.M.) rather than relative velocity. Using E = (mv )/2, 

<ov> becomes 

1/ 3/2 » 
<av> = (8/iTm) '2 (kT)" £ E a(E) expQ-E/kT] dE (5) 

where k is Boltzmann's constant and T is the temperature in °K 

[3]-

We see that the unknown function in the expression for 

<av> is the cross-section and represents the major difficulty in 

determining thermonuclear reaction rates as a function of tempera

ture. At this time, the theory of nuclear reactions is not capa

ble of providing a(E) with the required accuracy. Some general 

statements, however, can be made about the form of o(E) which 

are often used as guides to extrapolate experimental data. 

• Theoretical Considerations of o(E) 

In principal, if one could write a potential for the nu

clear force, the Schrodinger equation could be solved for the 

appropriate wave functions and from these an expression for o(E) 

would result. In practice only potential functions having the 

general properties of the nuclear force are known. From a con

sideration of these potential functions two general cases for the 

form of o(E) result: the non-resonant and the resonant case. For 

non-resonant charge particle reactions, one can write pQ 

a(E) - [S(E)/E] expQ-(EG /E)^ . 



where 

2^ vZiZift e2 l/l !/2 
- = -989 ZiZ2U MeV z (7) 

G "" 

and u = AiA2/(A2+A2). The factor expQ-(Eg/E)3 ^ is the £=0 

Coulomb barrier penetration factor and is a very steep function of 

E for E < Coulomb barrier. The function S(E) contains the nuclear 

force dependence of the cross-section and for the range of astro-

physically interesting energies is not nearly such a rapidly chan

ging function.of energy as the Coulomb factor [V]. In fact, S(E) 

is often very nearly a constant. In cases where the interaction 

radius [Rj = rQ (Aj1^3 + A2 ^3)]J for the reacting particles is 

large and E is on the same order as Eq, another higher order bai^-

rier penetration term (e-®^) is multiplied [2j] into the above 

factor giving 

a(E) = (S(E)/E) exp[-(Eq/E)^-gE] (8) 

with g= .m^R^/ZiZj,)54 MeV-1. 

The factor g is useful in parameterizing experimental 

results and in investigating size effects (R^) between the inter

acting particles. This is done by multiplying gE by an adjustable 

parameter (K). The value of K is determined by varying it until 

S(E) is as close to a constant as possible. When K is signifi

cantly different from one some investigators interpret this 

as a need to change the value of Rj [sj. 

When a particular reaction has a negative Q-value, a(E) Is 

forced to approach zero at the threshold energy (E^) of the reaction 

by writing o(E) as 
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a(E)=(S(E)/E)exp [-{Eg/ (E-Eth) ̂(E-E^)]. (9a) 

The S-factor is defined by the above Eq. 9a and is 

written as 

S(E) = E<jexp[(EG/(E-Eth)),S + g(E-Eth)]. (9b) 

In some works the exponent [^(E-E^)]] is not included in 

S(E). We then write the following: 

G(E) = S (E) exp [-G(E-ETH)]] = EA exp[(EG/E-E TH>H]' <9C> 

Later in this work it will be necessary to make a distinc

tion between S and £ and therefore the above explanation is given 

here. 

The parameters (AI,ZI) and (A2, Z2) used in EQ and g may 

refer to either the incoming pair of particles or the outgoing 

pair depending on which set have the higher Coulomb barrier to 

4 8  ,  X
5 1  .  

penetrate. In the Ca(a»n; Ti case the outgoing channel has no 

Coulomb barrier and for the range of energies discussed In this work 

the incoming channel parameters (A1,Z1) • (4,2) and (A.2,2.2) " 

i»0 , 
(48,20) are used. For the case Ca(.<*,p; Sc the outgoing proton 

experiences a relatively higher Coulomb barrier than the incoming 

a - particles and therefore the outgoing parameters (Aj.Zj) • (1,1) 

and (A2,Z2) 0 (43,21) are used. 

For an isolated narrow resonance at energy (E^) the cross 

section near the resonance takes the form of the Breit-tflgner ex

pression [4]. 
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0(E) = (77/K2n) «r lnrout/[(E-ER)2 + r2/u] do) 

where rin and rout are the widths of the incoming and outgoing chan

nels with r = rin + rout> " W* and 

= 2Jc + 1 

" " (21 + 1) (2i + 1) 

The angular momentum of the resonant state of the compound 

nucleus is represented by Jc; I and i are the spins of the two 

reacting nuclei. 

The Coulomb barrier penetration factor is still contained 

in the above expression but is hidden in the T factors. Far from 

the resonance the cross section again looks like the non-resonant 

function [4]. 

The reaction Ca(a,y) Ti exhibits very strong resonance 

and would be described by the above expression for o(E). 

For most cases of astrophysical Interest the cross section 

is too low to be measured directly in the laboratory. Because of 

this, the above expressions for o(E) are helpful in extrapolating 

to the appropriately low energies. The question as to what is the 

appropriate astrophysical energy now arises. This can be approxi

mated by determining the energy (Eg) at which the integrand of <ov> 

has a maximum when o(E) is taken to be its non-resonant form and 

S(E) is assumed to be a constant. The width of this region is 

approximated by determining where it falls to 1/e of its maximum 

value. One obtains 

E 8 -
r_i^ 

and 
4[8*-l/kT]1/2 

1/3 

+ E (1U> 
+ Eth 



AEg - 4(Eg kT/3)5* . (lib) 

If g is small and E^ = 0 (Q*0) then we have 

Eg = [EG(kT)2/4]1/3 (11c) 

The Gaussian shaped line, centered about Eg in Fig. 2 is the 

product of the two major features that determine the value of <crv>. 

The Gamow peak energy (Eg) is the energy at which most nuclear 

reactions will take place even though the most probable particle 

energy at a given temperature is kT « Eg. 

However, if a sharp resonance should exist such that it falls 

outside of the Gamow peak region it may easily dominate the reaction 

rate. Therefore, when investigating a particular reaction, one must 

consider the possibility of such a resonance and how it can change 

the overall reaction rate. 

Statistical Model Considerations of o(E) 

As one goes to higher excitation energies in the compound 

nucleus, the states get closer together and resonances begin to over

lap. When this happens, statistical models of the nucleus apply and 

are used to calculate the reaction cross section. Truran et al. [6j 

have used an approach where it is assumed that the contribution of a 

particular resonance to the average cross section is given by the 

Breit-Wigner resonance shape. The total rate is determined by inte

grating the cross section, weighted by the product of the velocity 

distribution and the nuclear level density, over energy. The number 

of overlapping resonances was determined by assuming that the nucleus 



expC-Ec/E)1'2 

L 

Fig. 2. Major energy-dependent factors schematically represented for a reaction that occurs 
In the wing of a broad resonance. 
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is a Fermi gas of neutrons and protons and then writing the level 

density as a function of total angular momentum, parity, and excita

tion energy. Their results for «rv> parameterized as a function of 

Tg is as follows: 

<av> ~ exp [F(T^yjr93/z G(T9)[ (12) 

with 

F(T9) = + F2/T9
1/a + F3/T9 

and 

2 3 
g(t9) " + g2 t9 + g3t9 

Here, Tg is defined as T=» Tg 10+9. 

The G's and F's are given for the various projectiles and 

targets in reference (6). A comparison of the above result for 

lt0Ca(a,p)'t3Sc to the experimental values can be seen in Chapter IV. 

More recent improvements in the statistical theory of nuclear 

reactions include the use of complex optical model potentials with 

the application of conservation of angular momentum and parity [7]. 

The theory relies on the compound nucleus picture of nuclear reactions. 

The statistical theory treats the closely spaced narrow resonances 

of the compound nucleus in an average way in order that an average 

cross section prediction be obtained. The evaporation model of the 

compound nuclear process describes a nuclear reaction as proceeding 

in two stages. The compound nucleus is formed by the collision of 

the projectile with the target nucleus. The compound nucleus then 

decays into one of the possible pairs of reaction products. The 

statistical assumption of the evaporation model is that the 



compound nucleus has lost all memory of the way in which it was 

formed because many overlapping resonances link the process of de

cay to formation. 

If we label the initial pair by c and the final product by 

c1 then it is assumed that the average cross section (CTcc') can be 

written as 

°cc' = &compound 1 [Gc'/(0 (13) 

where the first factor is called "the cross section for the forma

tion of the compound nucleus". The second factor is the branching 

ratio of the compound nucleus to each of the possible outcomes of 

the collision. The denominator of the branching ratio is a sum of 

the factor Gci over all the pairs of reaction products (including 

c and c') available to the compound nucleus: O c" ̂ c'' . 

The factorization of Eq. 13 is an expression of the 

independence of formation and decay of the compound nucleus. Now, 

by using time reversal invariance and conservation of particle flux 

the reciprocity theorem 

Kc °cc' " 5e*c (K* " 2mE/ft2) 

Is invoked to give for each c, 

Gc " *4 

and hence 

K2, a<C>> 
aCc« - o<c> <? » coy 

comp £„ K^n a(c~) 
c comp 

Reconstruction of the above relation to be consistent with 

conservation of angular momentum and parity gives 
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y T(o) 

a ' • n/K2 V 2j * 1 r T(a) S ' & V  ° Uc2i+ik2i+i> L * t tw,) 

SA S"̂ 'tf'- A" 

where ^ - £ "^(ct) and c becomes 

SA 

c (a,I,i,S,J,Mj,tt) 

with the symbols a,I,...,ir described in Appendix A. 

The cross section to all states in the final nucleus is 

then aa *» # 

a' 

The sums in the above equations are to be taken as follows: 

J has the value 0, 1, 2, ...when the compound nucleus has even mass 

numbers and 1/2, 3/2, 5/2,... otherwise; S takes on allowed values be

tween I-i and I+i; £ takes all even integer values between |j-s| 

and |j+s| if the pair has the same parity as ir and over all odd 

values otherwise. 

To carry out model calculations of the cross-section for the 

reactions studied in this work ['t0Ca(a,p)'*3Sc and l+8Ca(a,n)51Ti] 

an "equivalent square well" (ESW) was used [8] to calculate the 

transmission functions (T&). The ESW is chosen such that the trans

mission functions are average approximations of those that would 

result from a calculation using an optical model potential of the 

Woods-Saxon fora. 

If the Woods-Saxon potential is written as 

V(r) - (VQ+i W0)/[l+exp(r-R0/a)J 



then the ESW is 

V -  {v i  r < R i  
0 r>Rj 

where ° VQCRJJ/RJ) 2and Rj=Ro +AR. The transmission functions are 

then 

= 1 - e~T* 

where 

ta o 4„ f sAP£, 

PA - Kr/ [F2(Kr) + G2(Kr)] 
X X 

and 

- (TiK R^"1 Cft2/2 VQ Rq2)^. 

The values of Rq, AR, V0 and f are given in Table 1 as they were 

derived by Michaud et al. [8] for n,p and -He projectiles on target 

of atomic mass A^. The factor "f" called the reflection factor is 

somewhat dependent on energy but in cases studied here does not seem 

to make much difference in the calculated cross section. 

Table 1. For the projectiles n, p and -He; Rq, AR, V, and f 
are listed. 

Projectile Ro(fm) AR(fm) V0(MeV) f 

n, p 1.25AX1'3 0.1 -50 2.7 

-He 
l / ,  

1.09 A<^ 3+1.6 0.7 -60 4.8 



See Appendix B for the details of the calculation and 

definitions of F^ (Kr), and (Kr). The results of the above cal

culations are presented in Chapter IV. 

Analytic Expressions for <ov> as a function of Tj 

Using the explicit forms of ct(E), the integral 

/Eo (E) exp [-E/kT] dE 

(see Eq. 5) can be approximately integrated to give an analytic 

expression for <ov> as a function of T<j and experimental parameters 

[93. This is of considerable value to the theorist in the process 

of constructing a stellar model to trace the evolution of elemental 

abundances since <CTV> is one of the direct inputs to his model [lCfj. 

For a reaction with a cross section, o(E), of the form shown 

in Eq. 9 a <ov> of the following form can be written [9]. 

<av> = (1.300xl010)(Z3Z4/A34)2/3(A34/A12)JsSo(T9g5/6/T93/2) 

x exp[-A.248(Z32Z42A34/T9g)1/3 -11.605 E^/tJ (16) 

where 

T9g " V(l+.0862gT9) • 

SQ = S(E) • const. 

and 

Aij = A^Aj/(Aji + Aj) 

If the incoming channel dominates the cross section as in the 

l*8Ca(a,n) 51Ti case and if 0 then the above equation reduces 



l/o 3/0 
to <av> - (1.300 x 1010)(Z1Z2/A12) SQ(T9g/T9 2 ) 

xexp [-^•248(Z12Z22A12/T9g)1/3 ]. (17) 

We have found it convenient to modify the above expression 

somewhat, in order to fit the actual data, in the following way: 

<ov> - (1.300 x 1010)(Z1Z2A12)1/3 S0 [ GOty/T^3 ] 

xexp [-4.248F ( Zj^2 A^/Tg)^3 J (18) 

The parameter F is fit to minimize the variation in G(Tg). 

We have replaced Tgg by Tg. Chapter IV presents the results of the 

above compared to experimental values obtained for the two non-

resonant cases studied here. 

When a resonant form of o(E) is used (see Eq. 10) and the 

total energy width (T) is much less than the width of the Gamow peak 

(AE_) one can integrate Eq. 5 to obtain the following for <ov>: 
O 

3/2 
2* - f i2  uy r  

<0V> MkT h CXP L"ER/kTJ <19) 

The above equation depends only on experimentally measureable 

parameters, <i»y(Y- Ty/T) and 2^. If several narrow resonances occur 

within A£g» then one just suns each individual contribution to obtain 

Che total reaction rate. The lower limit results obtained (Tg*3°K) 

for the reaction l<0Ca(o,Y)t,',Ti can be found in Chapter IV. 



CHAPTER III 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

The cross-section as a function of energy, a(E) , for the fol

lowing reactions was measured: 

a + '•"Ca •> ^Sc + p 

a + **8Ca -* 51Ti + n 

Limited success was obtained for 

a + '•Oca -* '•'•Ti + y . 

Both ^Sc and slTi are unstable and decay as shown in Fig. 3 [11], 

with relatively short half lives. The half life of ^Ti is about 

47 years. We see from these figures that the decay of **3Sc is 

associated with a 374 keV y-ray and the decay of 51Ti with a 320 

keV y-ray. This makes it possible to use a procedure in which the 

target is bombarded with a constant flux of a particles for a time 

on the order of the mean life (T) of the radioactive products and 

then the y-ray associated with the decay subsequently counted. Given 

the bombarding time, the mean life, the y-ray counting time, and 

detector efficiency, the absolute number of reactions can be 

determined for ^Sc and 51Ti. However, for uuTi the half life is 

18 
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too long to use this procedure. It is necessary in that case to look 

at the prompt y-decay of the excited nuclear levels shown in 

Fig. 4. 

From the definition of cross section (a), 

a = VN^p (20) 

where NR is the number of reactions, N^, the number of target nuclei/ 

cm2 and is the number of projectiles, we see that one must have a 

way of counting the absolute number of reactions (N^), of measuring 

the total number of incident a-particles (Np) and of determining 

the target thickness from which the number of target nuclei/cm2 (N^) 

can be calculated. This definition coupled with the decay charac

teristics, have determined the experimental procedures. Therefore, 

as suggested by the above definition of a, the following discussion 

has been divided into three major parts. 

Target Considerations 

Target Preparation 

Targets were prepared by vacuum evaporation of metallic 

natural calcium except in one case where CaO enriched to 99.99Z 

calcium-40 was used. A reduction process was employed in this 

case: 

CaO + Ta Ca + TaO 

such that metallic calcium was again deposited on the substrate. 

The target substrate consisted of .05 ca thick copper rectangles, 
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6 cm long and 1 cm wide. Target thickness (areal density = g/cm2) 

was found by weighing the amount of calcium deposited on the backing 

and measuring the area over which the deposition took place. The 

uniformity of the target was insured by the 25 cm distance separating 

the substrate and the evaporation source. All weighing was carried 

out with a Mettler Model B6 analytical balance whose sensitivity was 

± 50 pg. Several targets were prepared during the same evaporation 

process. Individual target weight was found by taking an average of 

5 to 6 successive weighings. When a particular target of the same 

evaporation group was not weighed, its thickness was taken to be the 

average of those that were weighed from the group. 

Target thickness uncertainty ranged from about 5% for thick 

targets (150 yg/cm2) to 20% for thin targets (30 yg/cm2). These tar

get thickness quantities refer to the amount of calcium only. Since 

in its final target form it becomes Ca(0H)2 (see following discussion) 

its actual thickness for considering energy loss and scattering in 

the target is 1.85 times the above numbers. Therefore, with the tar*-

get thickness (t) (amount of calcium only) in units of g/cm2 we have 

Nt - tN^I/A (target nuclei/ca2) , (21) 

where Nfl is Avagadro's number (atoms/mole), A is the atonic weight, 

and I is the fractional isotopic abundance. 

The definition of o that we have used above assuoed that the 

above target thickness is thin to the extent that, as the incident 



beam traverses the target, negligible numbers are extracted by 

reactions and scattering such that one can assume a constant beam 

intensity throughout the entire target. This assumption is satis

fied by the above targets. 

Chemical Composition of Target 

The chemical composition of the target in its final form, 

as mentioned above, is not pure calcium. On exposure of a new tar

get to air, a smooth metallic mirror-like surface is observed. 

However, as the target ages, it reacts chemically with the atmos

phere and eventually becomes quite transparent. The process is slow 

and one has ample time to weigh the initial target material before 

significant weight changes occur. Because the energy lost by the 

incident alpha particles as they move through the target depends on 

the chemical composition, it is necessary to determine whether CaO, 

CaC02, or Ca(OH)2 is the final chemical composition of the target. 

This is done by observing the change in target weight (W) as it goes 

from Ca to Ca(X) where (X) is 0, C02 or (OH^. If we calculate 

Wca/Wx for each of the above compounds we get 

"c/mco2 • 

W(0H)2 • »•«". 

and 

V0 • 2-50 



Experimentally, was found to be 1.24 which is consistent with 

Ca(OH)2' The possibility of CaC02 was eliminated by flaking large 

area films off the copper surface and then placing them in hydro

chloric acid. The evolution of gas bubbles (CO2) was not observed. 

Energy Loss in the Target (Non-resonant Case) 

With a knowledge of the chemical composition we can now 

consider the problem of energy loss in the target and how it effects 

the measurement of a(E). For any given bombardment the measured o 

calculated as described above, is an average over a range of incident 

particle energies. Since a(E) is a very strong function of energy, 

careful considerations must be given to calculating the average en

ergy of each measurement. If the target were so thin that the 

number of reactions at the front of the target (toward incident beam) 

were very close to the number at the back of the target, then we 

could say that 0 was measured at an average energy EQ - 4AE where 

Eq is the incident beam energy and AE is the energy lost by the beaa 

while traversing the target. We assume that energy loss is linear 

over the target thickness. However, if there are «any more reactions 

at the front of the target than at the back, then the beaa energy, 

at each point inside the target, should be weighted by the cross-

section function to find the average energy at which the reactions 

took place. Ue assume that the cross-section »eaaure»eot8 as a func

tion of incident energy (o(EQ)) give the approximate shape of the 

function o(E). Therefore, we write: 
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E - I EI A(E±) / I CT(EI) (22) 
ial i«l 

where the summation is to be taken over the range of energies of the 

incident beam Inside the target (Eq to EQ-AE) in sufficiently small 

energy intervals (E^+i ~E^) that a good approximation of E is ob

tained. With the aid of a computer an analytic expression for 

o(Eq) can be found (see Eq. 9) such that the above summation can 

be converted to an integral as follows: 

E0-AE E0-AE 
E -/ E a(E) dE / / a(E) dE . (23) 

E„ E0 

It is now necessary to construct a dE/dx curve for Ca(0H)2 

such that AE can be found in order that the above integral be eva

luated. Stopping power information was obtained for Ca, 0 and H 

[l2j (Fig. 5). For each pg/cm2 of CatOH^, there are 40/74 

yg/cm2 of Ca, 32/74 wg/cm2 of 0 and 2/74 yg/cm2 of H. This implies 

that [l3]. 

- M i l )  ,  3 2  d E  v  2  d E >  
dX Ca(0U)2 74 dX Ca 74 dX 20 74 dX ;2H ' (24) 

by 

Over the energy region of Interest this can be approximated 

f > C.(0H)2 - A + " + CE« <"> 

where A, B and C are found froa Pig. 7. Ue can now write AE aa 

ID M Y 450) 
aE *0 dx Ca(0H)2 (26) 

where XQ  is the areal density of the target in ug/ca2 (Ca(QH)2). 
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The expression I implies that it is to be evaluated 

^*JCa(OH)2 dE 

at Eq, the incident beam energy. Even though ̂  is a function of 

energy it can be seen that for the thickest targets at the lowest 

energies this assumption of constancy will result in less than 5% 

error in AE calculations. This is small compared to other errors 

at this low energy. At higher energies the error becomes less. 

A comparison of E and Eq-JjAE for thick targets (260 pg/cm2) 

at low energies (EQ ~ 5 MeV) gave a difference of about 40 keV 

as can be seen in Fig. 6. 

The above shift in energy away from E0-JjAE at EQ ~ 5 MeV 

corresponds to an increase in the cross-section of about 50% for 

the t>0Ca(a,p)'t3Sc case. At higher energies the calculated shift 

away from the center of the target was about 10 to 15 keV which re

presented a negligible difference in the cross-section. For the 

^8Ca(a,n)slTi case the cross-section is not so quickly changing 

with energy and for that reason the above shift at most represents 

only a 20% change in the cross-section at the lowest energies. 

Energy Loss in the Target (Resonant Case) 

Since our measurement of the reaction cross-section for 

l#0Ca(a,Y)'tl,Ti consists only of the narrow resonant contribution, 

the incoming particle energy is well defined by the resonant energy. 

For this reason the target thickness considerations discussed for the 

non-resonant case do not apply. What does apply, however, is the 

yield (Y) from the target which is thin enough to contain only one 

narrow resonance but thick enough to Include the total resonant 
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contribution as the beam particle traverses the target. The yield 

(Y) is given by [14] 

E 

Y - /(o(E)/0 dE (27) 
E-AE 

where AE, the target thickness in energy units, is written as 

AE » r|t£ 

When n is given in atoms/cm2, t is in cm and the stopping power 

(£) is in keV/atom/cm2• If we substitute Eq. 10 for o(E) in Eq. 27, 

integrate [14] and assume that AE > > r, we get for the maximum yield 

at resonance (ER): 

Y(ER) - o(ER) r / 2C. (28) 

This is called the thick target step yield and is directly observable. 

From the definition of o(Eg) we see that 

Y(ER) - (u/2£T!k2a) (rarY/r) (29) 

and therefore 

WY » 2C k2Q Y (Er) (30) 

As shown by Equation (17a) this is the quantity required for a deter

mination of <ov> in the resonant case. 

Maintenance of Uniform Target Thickness during Bombardment 

To Insure that the target did not deteriorate when high beam 

intensities (^uA) were used the target was attached, by soldering, 

directly to a small copper pipe through which cold water flowed. 

When the cooling water was not used, one could observe cracking and 

flaking of the thin film target material. To test for degradation 

of targets, some were bombarded several times at a given energy with 



the beam spot in the same place. The results of this test indicated 

that the cross-section fluctuated around a value expected from other 

error considerations rather than because of the loss of target ma

terial. 

Beam Intensity 

The '•He* and *4He++ beams used in these experiments were sup

plied by a 5.5 M V Van de Graaff accelerator. The 4He+ beam was used 

in the energy range 4.0 — E^3** — 5.5 MeV with on target currents of 

.5 yA to 3.0 yA. The ^He"*"*" beam was used in the energy range 6.0 

lEa< 10.0 MeV with beam currents of 15 nA to 50 nA. A 90° bending 

magnet was used to analyze the direct accelerator beam. The beam 

was directed through a set of apertures onto the target which was 

placed at the back of an insulated Faraday cup (Fig. 7). A 

high voltage ring (-300 V) was fixed near the mouth of the Faraday 

cup to act as a barrier against low energy electrons scattered in the 

backward direction. This was done to insure proper charge counting. 

An Elcor model A309B beam current monitor and current Integrator 

was connected to the Faraday cup. For most data taking periods a 

chart recorder kept a continuous record of the current at the target 

while the current integrator maintained a better than 1Z record of 

the total charge directed against the target. Therefore, when 

**He+ (pure) beam was being used 

Np - Q/e 

and when i*He'H' (pure) beaa was being u«ed 
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Np = Q/2e 

where Q Is the integrated charge and e is the electronic charge. 

Event Counting (Np) 

The nature of the nuclear reactions studied here determine 

how they are detected. For the reactions '•"Ca (o,p) 1|3Sc and **0Ca 

(a,n) slTi the ground states of the product nuclei are unstable and 

will beta decay with known mean lives, accompanied by the emission 

of y-rays of known fixed energies. The procedure used here consisted 

of bombarding a target of known thickness with a known beam current* 

while recording the starting and stopping time. While the beam is 

off, the decay of the '43Sc and the slTi can be counted with a y-ray 

detector. This method has the advantage of being able to remove the 

detection process from the beam area where background radiation levels 

are relatively high. One can also place the activated target and de

tector in a shielded volume to further reduce background when the 

source is of low intensity. In these experiments a volume surrounded 

by about 10 cm of lead was used when counting rates were low. Non-

target associated background was reduced by a factor of ten with this 

shielding. Only at the lowest bombarding energies did this represent 

a significant fraction of the target associated background. 

Decay of Radioactive Products 

We now consider the radioactive decay. Let the detector re

cord n23 decays in a ti*e interval AT23. Call the boabardaent tiae 
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interval ATQ J  and the time interval between the end of the bombard

ment period and the beginning of the counting period ATj2» This is 

illustrated in Fig. 8. 

We see that 

N(Tx) = RT (l-e~ATOl/t ) 

N(T2) = NO^) e~AT12/T 

and 

N(T3) - N(T2) e-AT23^T 

where R is the constant production rate and x is the mean life of the 

radioactive product. Since the number of decays during the counting 

time AT23 is 

N23 H N(T2) " N(T3) 

we can write for the production rate (R) 

n' 93 
R- !P" exp (AT12/T) / [l-exp(-AT01/T)] [l-exp (-AT23/F)]. 

The total number of reactions (NR) occurring during ATQJ is 

Nr - R AT01 . 

The efficiency (e) is defined as 

e - n23/n'23 

and is the ratio of the number of detected events (n23> to the nunt-

ber of nuclear decays (n'23>. Hence, for NR, we obtain the following: 

NR - ̂ 23(AT0L/T)exp (ATQ2/T) / [l-exp(-AT0L/T)] [l-exp(-AT23/T)].(31) 
e 

Combining all the expressions for Npl NT and NR, the experi

mental cross-section in terms of measured quantities la 

e A n23 AT01 exp(ATj2A ) 

°" Q c N
a ~E t U-exp(-ATQ1/T J [l-exp (-AT23/t J . (32) 
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Fig. 8. Sequence of events defining bombardment and decay of radioactive nucleus. 
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The equivalent expression for the ^"CaCot.y)'•'•xi case is as 

follows: 

,2 r«/« an fWm f2E/ir1 (34) u>y = (kR /4ir) (n/eYdet3I) (e/Q) (2£/ir) 

This expression comes directly from the definition of uy and 

o (Eq. 10 and 27). Since decay follows production almost immediately 

no exponential in time occur in Eq. 34. 

Detector Efficiency (e) 

The only quantity yet to be discussed in the above equations 

is e, the detection efficiency. As e is defined here, it contains 

effects of detector geometry (G) and decay branching (f$) as well as 

the intrinsic efficiency (£j) of the detector for a particular y-ray 

energy. That is, 

eY - 0GeJ (33) 

where G is related to the effective solid angle subtended by the 

detector, Ej is the efficiency for detection of a full energy photo-

peak y -ray after it enters the detector volirae and 6 is that frac

tion of nuclei produced which emit the y-ray being observed. We 

Y 
define e , _ as 

aet 

edet " G£I °5) 

and as is implied, it denoted the detector efficiency for the full 

energy absorption of a particular Y-ray and detectors-source geometry. 

v 
In this work we never calculate G and Ej explicitly but rather deter

mine their product (cjet) primarily by experimental means. 



The y-ray detector used in this work was a lithium drifted 

germanium crystal [Ge(Li)3 cooled to liquid nitrogen temperature. 

It is characterized by its very good energy resolution (^3.5 keV 

FWHM at 1.33 MeV) and its relatively low y-ray collection efficiency. 

This particular crystal is 5% as efficient as a 3" x 3" cylindrical 

sodium iodide, thallium doped [NaI(T£)] detector (25 cm. from source) 

for a 1.33 MeV y-ray. The Ge(Li) detector is compared to NaI(T£) 

detectors since NaI(T£) detection efficiency has been well studied. 

Therefore, it is convenient to write 

Y Y Y 
eGe(Li) " eNaI(Ti) RGe/NaI (36) 

where e(Jax(x£) *8 t'ie efficiency of a standard Nal(Ti) detector 

(3" x 3" cylinder in this work) and 1^/1^1 Is the relative effi

ciency of Ge(Li) to NaI(T£) for the y-ray in question. The values 

eJaI(Ti) have been tabulated in various places £l5^ as a function 

of source distance from the Nal(Ti) detector and as a function of 

37 <• 
y-ray energy. For our source distance £fjaI(T \ " 0.29. 

V 1 

The value found for RQe/jjai *8 0.23 for our detector-source 

geonetry. It was found by direct neatiureaenc and inferences drawn 

from probability considerations. Due to the presence of 511 keV 

annihilation radiation several coaplication* arise. For a detailed 

discussion of this problem, see Appendix C. 

Therefore e30"* • 8e c«(n)»wltk -22 and cq^lO*",067, 

is fully detersined giving * »1.47 % 10~2. 
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Figure 9 compares a typical y-ray spectrum for the Ge(Li) 

detector to the corresponding Nal(TJl) detector y-ray spectrum. 

Despite the lower efficiency of the Ge(Li) detector, its high reso

lution capabilities make it superior to NaI(T£) in extracting small 

signal counts from a relatively high background. In fact, for bom

barding energies not much lower than 5.5 MeV, the 374 keV y-ray 

disappears into the background for the NaI(T£) detector while it re

mains clearly visible in the Ge(Li) detector spectrum. 

For the reaction 1*8Ca(a,n)51Ti, the decay of 51Ti is not 

complicated by the presence of 6+-0 annihilation radiation. It 

decays by 0~ emission as shown previously. 

The ratio of 320 keV y-rays events in 51V to the number of 

51T1 decays Is calculated from the known branching ratios [16,17] 

to be .947 t.013 (0). 

To calculate the efficiency of the Ge(Li) detector for 320 

keV y-rays now requires that we compare relative y-ray efficiencies 

R320/374 ^or the Ge(Li) detector QfiQ. Therefore we see that 

320 374 R 
cCe(Ll) e Ge(Ll) 320/374 (37) 

where R320/374 " **59 and as previously determined, cCe^Lll" *067, 

which gives eQ^Ll) " • 107 and hence e* 1.01 x 10"1. Table 2 sum

marizes the above results. 

Detection of '''Ti 1b accomplished by way of the 1083 Kev 

Y-ray generated by the prompt decay of the first excited state to 

the ground state of <*IT1. Since a large fraction of the highly 
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Table 2. A summary of decay and detection of the three reactions studied. 

Reaction 

Decay 

Product 

Detected 

Ey(KeV) MeanLife 
T 

Fractional 

Isotopic 

Abundance 

of Target 
(I) 

Branching 

Ratio 

(3) Ge(Li) 
EY 

**°Ca(a,Y) l,'*Ti Y 1083 'VIO .9697 .69 2.18x10"3 1.5xl0~3 

••0Ca(a, rtW3Sc Y 374 5.68 hr. .9697 .22 .067 1.47xl0~2 

^ ®Ca(a,n)slTi Y 320 8.31 min. .0018 .95 .107 1.01x10"1 
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excited states cascade through this level (branching ratios known) 

it can be used as a means of counting the number of l*I|Ti nuclei 

created. 

A target chamber similar to that shown in Fig. 7 is used 

with the exception that the Ge(Li) y-ray detector is placed as close 

to the target as possible (90° to beam) during bombardment rather 

than using delayed counting methods as in the other reactions 

studied. This resulted in a very high background signal making it 

difficult to study more than one strong resonance in the reaction. 

Data Acquisition 

A Northern Scientific data acquisition system, employing a 

Data General Nova 1200 computer, was utilized in this work as shown 

in Fig. 10. The NS-624 Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) accepts 

the analog signal from the amplified detector signal and converts 

it into a binary address proportional to the peak amplitude of the 

input signal. 

The digital output is sent to an NS-636 pulse-height analyzer 

(PHA) with a 8192 channel capacity. With the PHA operated in the 

dual configuration, the PHA memory is split and stores the NaI(TA) 

and Ce(Ll) y-spectra separately and simultaneously. 

After each data collection period and PHA memory was put on 

aagnetlc tape for processing by the CDC-6400 computer. (See section 

on data analysis •) 
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CHAPTER IV 

ANALYSIS OF DATA AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Data Analysis 

The first step In the analysis of the data consisted of 

extracting the area of the y-ray peaks under consideration. This 

was done by making three choices of the background region on each 

side of the peak. These regions were fit with a linear, quadratic 

and cubic expression by a least square computer program. The back

ground obtained in this manner was then subtracted from the region 

containing the peak (Fig. 11). The average area found for the cubic 

fits was taken when the background was complex in shape and when the 

background was simple the average area found for the linear fits 

was used. 

The next step was to calculate the cross-section at each EQ  

using Eq. 32. Errors were established for c, T, and t from their 

original sources and propagated to establish Ao (Appendix D). 

This cross-section was used to find the correction in Eq 

from Eq. 23 which was used to find o(E). Then using an ex

pression of the form (ER* 9a) 

O(E) - (S(E)/E) exp [-(!!<;/(E-Eth) }1/2 - G(E-Eth)J 
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where S(E) is a polynomial in E, G=Kgwas calculated so that S(E) was 

as nearly a constant as possible for the experimental data. 

The inclusion of the term KgE in the exponent of the penetra

tion factor is not always done depending on the quality of the exper

imental data. Here we have examined the experimental ratio (Eq. 9a, 

9b) flmax/gmin 

Smax/Smin 
_ Exp. 

and found that, depending on which value of K is taken, for the (a,p) 

case it ranges from about 1.5 to 2.0 and for the (a,n) case it ranges 

from 2.0 to 4.0. That is, the use of S(E) rather than #(E) is justi

fied if a criterion of minimizing the range of the coefficient of the 

penetration factor [S(E), 2(E)] is employed. 

The analytical expression for a was established in order to 

compare S(E) and G to theoretical calculations and other experimental 

work as well as using it to extend values for <ov> in the (a,n) reac

tion to energy regions not completely covered by experiment. 

Very little data analysis was conducted with the minimal re

sults obtained for the reaction, U0Ca(a,Y)'4l,Ti. The value of wy 

for one resonance (Eg - 4.52 MeV) was measured and compared to the 

work done In another laboratory (see next section). 

Graphs and/or tables of uy, a, S(E), and <ov> can be seen in 

the section on results. Appendix D describes the computer pro

grams written for the CDC-6400 used to accomplish the above calcula

tion*. 



Experimental Results 

The cross-section data for lt0Ca(a,p)l,3Sc and *4®Ca(a,n)51Ti 

are given in Fig. 12. The (a,p) case is compared to results 

obtained by Howard et al. £l9]. An example of the resonant measure

ment made for t4°Ca(a,ir)'<'4Ti is shown in Fig. 13. 

Measurements of o(E) for the (a,P) and (a,n) reactions ranged 

from 5nb to 3x108nb and 9xl0_2mb to 2xl02mb respectively. A 

value for uy of 7.0±1.5 ev was obtained for the (a,y) reaction at 

E b̂4.S20 MeV as compared to 6 ev found as a lower limit by Simpson 

et al. [20). The value of uy shown above is the result of four in

dependent measurements. 

Due to the high threshold energy for the (a,P) case, the 

range of energies covered by the above measurement is sufficient to 

calculate <ov> over the interesting temperature range of l-iT^16°K, 

without extrapolation. For the (a,n) case the reaction threshold is 

•uch lower (Et̂  - .125 MeV ) and therefore must be extrapolated to 

lower energies. It la, of course, obvious that the Information 

obtained for the (a,y) case is insufficient for a determination of 

<ov>. A lower limit la calculated for <ov> at ^-3°*. Table 3 gives 

the Caaow peak for each of the reactions studied for l^T^l£°K. 

To facilitate the extrapolation of o(E) for the (a,n) case as 

well a* to aid in the computer calculation of <ov> for both the (a.n) 

and (a,P> reaction*, the function S(E) was obtained along with the 
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Fig. 12. Por the (a,p) and (a,n) reactions, o(E) is compared to theoret

ical calculations and results of Ref. 19. 
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Table 3. Values of E , AE and kT (1 <. Tg <. 6 °K) for the reactions 

studied in ®this work. 

^Ca (a,p) ^Sc (0= -3.53 MeV) 

T9(°K) kT(Mev) E
EXP (MeV) 

(S™const.) 
Egthe(MeV) AEG

THE(MeV) 

1 .086 4.3 4.43 1.0 

2 .0172 4.8 4.93 1.8 

3 .258 5.3 5.32 2.5 

4 .344 5.6 5.66 3.2 

5 .431 6.2 5.95 3.8 

6 .517 6.5 6.21 4.5 

U0Ca (a,Y) ul|Ti (0- + 5.12 MeV) 

T9(°K) 

1 

kT(MeV) 

.086 

EgExp(MeV) Egthe(MeV) 

2.11 

AEgthe(MeV) 

1.0 

2 .172 3.23 1.8 

3 .258 4.09 2.5 

4 .344 4.27 3.2 
5 .431 5.41 3.8 
6 .517 5.93 4.5 

u8Ca (a,n) 51Ti (Q—. 125 MeV) 

T9(°K) 

1 

kT(MeV) 

.086 

EG
EXP(MeV) 

2.2 

EGTHE(MEV) 

2.25 

AEgChe(MeV) 

1.6 

2 . 172 3.4 3.38 1.8 

3 .258 4.2 4.25 2.5 

4 .344 4.9 4.97 3.2 
5 .431 5.4 5.59 3.8 
6 .517 5.7 6. 13 4 . 5  



parameter K , which taken together parameterize the cross-section 

function 0(E) as described by Eq. 9a. 

The construction of S(E) is made difficult because of the 

appearance of resonance structure. That this structure is real is 

demonstrated by the need of a second order fit over the individual 

resonant regions (Fig. 14). The normal assumption of a slowly 

varying $(E) is no longer true for both the (a,p) and (o,n) reaction. 

However, in the calculation of <ov> for astrophysical applications, 

the broad Gamow peak (Eg+l/2AEg)• established by the thermal distri

bution of particle velocities results in a natural average over 

several of these resonances. 

Therefore, using a least-square polynomial fit to S(E) is 

not unjustified. Before this is done the parameter K in the barrier 

penetration factor is determined as discussed on page 43 and Appendix 

D, program III. Figures 15a and 16a show the results of this pro

cedure. A K of 1.26 and 1.00 was found for the (a,p) and (a,n) cases 

respectively. This is not an unexpected result if general consider

ations of theory are to be trusted. The difficulty occurs on examin

ation of the resulting S(E). Ue see that S(E) still has a large 

scale energy dependence, even after smoothing out the resonant varia

tions, particularly so for the (a,p) case. The approximate linear 

nature of the data for the f(a,p) case] region S<p<9 MeV suggested 

that this region be fitted separately for a value of K, (Fig. 15b) 

and require the data for E<5MeV to conform to this choice. A value 

of 0.56 was found for K, about half of the previous value, when this 
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Fig. 15. Experimental values of S(E) l(a,p) case) for K-1.26 (a) and 
K-.56 (b). 
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piecewise procedure was followed. A very nearly constant value for 

S(E) was obtained over the high energy region and a rapidly oscilla

ting resonant structure resulted for the low energy region. This is 

an easier structure to deal with when computing <ov> as compared to 

the S(E) obtained in the usual manner (K=1.26). We have.fitted the 

low energy region with a quadratic S(E) that tends to average out the 

resonant structure (Table 4). The integration to obtain <ov> is then 

performed separately for each region and summed when the Gamow peak 

includes contributions in both regions. 

It is not clear that the above procedure of separating the 

data into a low energy and high energy region, if applied to the (a,n) 

case, would result in a simplification similar to the (a,P) case. 

However, for completeness (Fig. 16b and 16c) we have done this and 

chosen a separation point at E • 5.53 MeV. When the region E25.53 

MeV was fitted for a K with the constraint that the data below 

E = 5.53 conform to this choice (Fig. 16c) a K=1.70 was obtained. 

Reversing the order of fitting (Fig. 15b) gave the result K-.38. 

Since S(E) is not expected to go to zero on either side of the data, 

linear and quadratic fits to S(E) that do go to zero can be eliminated 

as candidates for extrapolation. Table 5 gives the various fits for 

S(E) which correspond to Fig. 16. We chose K-1.00 as the best result 

since it fit the data quite well and a value of Kj*l did not apparently 

result in any slapllfication as in the (a,p) case. 

Figure 15 and 16 also compare the results of the ESW calcula

tion for the (o,p) and (o,n) cases as well as the experimental results 



Table 4. The functions S(E) for the (a,p) case corresponding to Fig. 15a and 15b. 

K S(E) ENERGY RANGE 

1.26 S(E) - 2.05 x 10~19 MeV -cm2 4 <-E < 9 MeV 

0.56 S(E) -
(1.029-.0289E) x 10-19 MeV-cm2 E >. 5 MeV 

0.56 S(E) -

(-7. 8234-3.642E-. 4147E2) 

x 10"18 MeV-cm2 4 < E > 5 MeV 



Table 5* The functions S(E) for the (a»n) case corresponding to Fig. 16a, 16b and 16c. 

Order of 
Fit to S(E) 

K 
S(E) (KeV-cm2) 

0 .157 x 10"9 

1 .38 (.562 - .076 E) x 10~9 

2 (.2237 + .0534 E - .0120E2) x 10"9 

0 1.39 x 10"9 

1 1.00 (2.715 - .2492 E) x 10"9 

2 (-5.315 + 2.830 E - .2842 E2) x 10"9 

0 19.66 x 10-9 

1 1.75 (-6.75 + 4.98 E ) x 10~9 

2 (-90.94 + 37.27 E - 2.98 E2) x 10-9 

<J1 
in 



JjC a, p) case] of Howard et al. [l9] after being processed by the com

puter methods used in this work. As can be seen their work reflects 

the resonant structure observed by this laboratory. Their value of 

S(E) is, however, larger in magnitude (see discussion on page 18) 

than that found in this work. The ESW result is not too different 

from the constant fit to the experimental data obtained in this 

work when a value of K-1.26 is used. Only a constant fit was con

sidered by Howard et al. [19] and was made to correspond only to the 

data below 6 MeV. They did not report any resonant structure even 

though their data seem to indicate its presence. 

On the Implications of Ml 

As suggested In Chapter I, page 6, a K which differs fron 

one (1) could be reason to adjusc the value of the interaction radius 

(g"Rl3̂ 2 « r
0
3̂ 2)* In the (a,p) case, where K"0.56 and 1.26 have 

been considered, Rj would be adjusted by the factor K2̂ 3 which equals 

.68 and 1.17 respectively. This gives new interaction radii of 4.284 

and 7.355 fa respectively as compared to 6.405 fa used in the Ini

tial calculation where an ro of 1.40 fa was taken. An Rj"7.355 fa 

corresponds to an ro*1.68 fa. This Is consistent with values found 

froa aost low energy charged particle reaction studies and used by 

Fowler and Hoyle [2] to calculate charge particle cross-sections 

of astrophyslcal Interest. An Rj«4.284 fa corresponds to an T Q " .9S  

fa. This Is unusually low for astrophysical cross-section work but la 

consistent with the results of electron scattering data where an 



ro»1.03 fm has been found. Therefore, by treating our experimental 

results in two ways we can obtain two different values of r0; one 

consistant with those values used in the astrophysical literature 

and the other consistent with the mainstream of work investigating 

nuclear dimensions. In a search of the literature dealing with nu

clear reactions of astrophysical interest around and below the 

Coulomb barrier we have found only one example which might be com

pared to the case of an rô l.0 fin. This is the total reaction cross-

section for on *2C whose major reaction products, at MeV, 

are 25Mg, 23Na and 20Ne. Patterson et al. [5] in analyzing the above 

total cross-section obtained an r0".96 fm. To obtain this value, 

they neglected all the data above EM>.25 MeV. When all the data is 

used an r0-1.42 fm is obtained. Cross-sections measured in other 

laboratories in the mass region of Interest have been measured over 

energy intervals too large to observe the effects discussed here. 

Results of the <ov> Calculation 

Using the Possible S(E)'s and K^s 

The results of the <crv> calculation are presented in Tables 

6-9 for the three reactions studied in this work. The ambiguities 

associated with the extrapolation of S(E) to lover regions and in the 

choice of K are illustrated. The units of <crv> are b cm/sec. 

Table 6 is a compilation of <crv> for the (a,n) case as a 

function of Tg and the order of fit to S(E) as well as the three 

possible choices of the paraaeter K. Note that large differences 
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Table 6. Values found for <crv> [ 8̂Ca(a,n)51Ti] using const. 

(0), linear (1) and quadratic (2) fits to S(E) for 

the three different values of R (1 iTj < 6). 

r9 (°k) 0 1 2 K 

l (4 ) x 10~ 9 (9 )xl0"10 (1.4 )xl0"12 

1.70 

2 (9 )xl0~3 (4 )xl0~3 (1.5 )xl0~3 

1.70 
3 (6±2)xl0° (4±l)xl0° (3±nxl0° 

1.70 

4 (2.7±.9)xl02 (2.3±.8)xl02 (2.2±.8)xl02 

1.70 

5 (3±l)xl03 (3±l)xl03 (3±l)xl03 

1.70 

(2.0t.8)xl0*4 (2.3±.9)xl0*4 (2.2+.9)xlOu 

1.70 

1 (8 )xl0"10 (1.3 )xl0-9 (4 )xl0"n 

1.00 

2 (3.3 )xl6"3 (4 )xl0~2 (2.4 )xl0"3 

1.00 
3 (3*l)x 10° (4±nxl0° (4tl)xl0° 

1.00 

4 (2.2 * . 8)xl02 (2.2±.8)xl02 (2.3t.8)xl02 

1.00 

5 (4il)xl03 (3±l)xl03 (3il)xl03 

1.00 

(3il)xl0" (2.4t. 9)xl01* ( 2 . 2 * .  8)xl0l< 

1.00 

1 (2.6 )x10~10 (6 ) x 10~1 0 (4.6 )xl0"10 

0.38 

2 (1.8 )xl0~3 (3.2 )xl0~ 3 (2.9 )x10"3 

0.38 
3 (2.8i.9)xlO° (4J1)X10° (4tl)xl0° 

0.38 

4 (3il)xl02 (2.3i.8)xl02 (2.3t.8)xl02 

0.38 

5 ( ̂  l3)xio3 (3tl)xl03 (3il)xl03 

0.38 

6 (6 • 3)xl0l* (2.22. 8)xl0>* (2.2s.8)slO* 

0.38 



Table 7. A comparison of <ov> [_i'eCa(a,n) 5lTl] - theoretical, experimental, 

and analytical values for 1 i i 6 °K. 

T9 (°K) 

(K-1.00) 

<CV>Exp (thla work) 

(K-1.10) 
R 3V> 

the (ESW) <jV>anal 

1 8 x 10"50 7.5 x 10_3° 9.8 x 10"10 

2 3.3 x 10"3 2.6 x 10"3 

3 (4ll) x 10° 2.5 x 10° 3.5 x 10° 

4 (2.2S.8) x 102 1.5 x 102 

5 (3±1) x 103 2.3 x 103 

6 (2.41.9) x 10*4 1.7 x 10^ 



Table 8. Values of <ov> [**°Ca(a,p) 1+3Sc] for 1 £ Tg 6 °K 

calculated from the S(E) - factors shown in Table 4. 

T9 (°K) 
S(E) = const. 

(K = 1.26) 

S(E) = const. 

+ quad 

(K = 0. 56) 

1 4.3 x 10"17 4.2 x 10*17 

2 (1.2±.3) x 10"5 (.91.3) x 10"5 

3 (1.6±.5) x 10"1 (1.31.4) x 10"1 

4 (2. 5±. 7) x 101 (2.11.6) x 101 

5 (5.911.7) x 102 (5.411.6) x 102 

6 (5.211.5) x 103 (5.111.5) x 103 



Table 9. A comparison of <CTV> [_l+0Ca(a,p),|3ScI - theoretical, experimental 

and analytical values for 1 <_ <. 6 °K. 

T9(°K) <av>exp 

this work 

<crv>exp 
Howard 
et al. 

<CTV>the 
Truran et al. 

<av> the 

ESW 

<av> •, 
anal. 

this work 

1 4. 2x10"17 5.5x10"17 1.5x10"17 5.1x10"17 2.5x10"17 

2 9.0xl0"6 3.5xl0~6 1.5x10"5 

3 1.3x10"1 1.8x10"1 4.6x10"2 2.1x10"1 1.3x10"1 

4 2-lxlO1 7.2x10° 3.3X101 

5 5.4xl02 8xl02 1.8xl02 7.7xl02 5.7xl02 

6 5.lxlO3 6.9xl03 



occur for T^<2°K over the various orders of fit. This demonstrates 

the difficulty in extrapolating S(E) to lower energies. Because of 

this difficulty the value of <crv> at = 1 °K must be considered 

uncertain by an order of magnitude. At T<j - 2 °K which is only par

tially extrapolated beyond the experimental region an uncertainty 

of ±100% is estimated. 

Table 7 compares the "best" experimental value for <ov> 

to the theoretical values <crv>t;he* âst column shows the 

values of <ov>anai obtained from the analytic expression given by 

Eq. 18. By comparing the above table with the previous one, 

it can be seen that <crv> for 3 1 Tn i 6 was taken from the column 
exp * 

obtained with a linear S(E) while for 1 i T 2, <CTV>exp values were 

taken from the column obtained with S(E)- constant. This is not an 

inconsistent procedure because the energy range covered by 3 i Tg < 6 

Includes the experimental region and is fit well by a linear S(E) 

where as for the energy range associated with 1 s. Tg £ 2 (extrapo

lated) the projected linear and quadratic fits to S(E) diverge signi

ficantly froa the general trend. 

For the (a,P) case the choice between the poaalble S(E)'a 1b 

not so difficult aa in the (a,n) case. In comparing the <ov> values 

presented In Table 8, It la apparent that, within the confidence 

limits of the experiment, little difference actually occurs when we 

calculate <ov> using the two different fits for S(E). This 1a not 



difficult to understand since the S(E)=constant fit (K«1.26) di

verges significantly from the experimental data only outside of the 

region corresponding to 1 i Tj < 6 °K. The values in the first co

lumn are consistently a little larger than those in the second co

lumn and they are also closer to the theoretical values predicated 

by the ESW model calculation. The values of S(E) in the second 

column, however, reflect the experimental data more closely and are 

used for any future comparisons and calculations of such quanti

ties as <av>. 

Table 9 shows that our results must be multiplied by about 

1.4 to give the results of Ref. 19. This inconsistency is, of 

course, observed in o(E) and S(E) (Figs. 12 and 15) as well as in 

the final calculation of <ov>(exp). In the high energy region the 

results of Howard et al. £l9] for S(E) is about three (3) times 

greater than our results. Since this region was not inside the 

energy range of the Caaov peak this large discrepancy was not 

reflected in the calculation of <ov> (exp). 

The reason for disagreement can perhaps be found In a com

parison of the experimental procedures. As previously discussed in 

the chapter on experimental procedures, observations of a y-ray 

emitted In the decay of ""'Sc to ^Ca was used to count the number of 

reactions that took place during a bombardment period. Since the 

decay is by emission, 221 of the time to the first excited state 

of ""'Ca (374 and 782 of the time to the ground state, one la 

presented with the choice of observing the 374 keV y-ray or of 



observing the two 511 keV y - rays associated with the pair an

nihilation of the 0*. We chose to look at the 374 keV y-ray. Ho

ward et al. [l9] chose to look at the annihilation radiation. Since 

this 511 keV y-ray could originate from background sources as well as 

the ^Sc decay process, placement of the sample between two NalfT^) 

detectors and the requirement of a coincidence between the two de

tectors in a narrow energy window around 511 keV was used to reduce 

background radiation by Howard et al. [19] They also recorded their 

data as a function of time. This allowed them to observe the half 

life of the sample. Any component of the decay that did not con

form to the known half life of u3Sc was subtracted as background. 

It is clear, however, that despite these precautions in eliminating 

background, any 0+ emitters with half lives near that of **3Sc (e.g 

**5Ti) or combinations of short and long lived emitters, would be 

difficult to distinguish from those emitted by **3Sc. 

We have plotted the ratio (R374/511) of the number of 374 

keV y-rays divided by the number of annihilation events observed 

in a Nal(Ti) detector as a function of incident a-particle energy to 

investigate the above suppositions (Fig. 17). Note in this figure 

that the above ratio is far froa being a constant and approaches che 

1 sb 
correct value of .22 more closely between 5 and 6.5 MeV (Eq ). 

This corresponds to about 4.5 to 6 MeV in the C.M. systea. therefore, 

one would expect best agreement between the aethod of Howard ec al. 

[191 and our method over this energy region (4.5 < E_ < 6) and that UB 

the agreement would becoae worse on either side. In fact this is 
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what we find on comparing corresponding cross-section data (Fig. 12). 

Unfortunately our work did not Include data taking as a function of 

time. If it had, we believe the above curve would be reproduced ap

proximately in shape and come somewhat closer to the true value of 

.22 but not so close as to justify the use of annihilation radiation 

as a counting method. 

Several cross-section measurements have been made in other 

laboratories that depend on the validity of the "annihilation radia

tion-spectrometer" technique. Based on our results we feel that it 

would be wise to review these particular measurements. 

Results for Che (a,y) reaction (uy). 

Only the measurement of uy at EgCm " 4.109 MeV. was made in 

this work. The other three values (Table 10) with brackets (£ J) 

around them were obtained by scaling the lower limit values of 

Slapson ec al. [j2o] by that one determination of wy at Eg • 4.109 

MeV. All of these resonances fall inside AEg for Tg • 3°K. Other 

resonances certainly fall inside the range of AEg. The sua of the 

above contributions Is 1.02 x 101* b cm/sec and should represent a 

lower llalc on the total reaction rate at Tg - 3°K. 

Experimental Analytic Expression for <ov> as a Function of Tg. 

The following analytic expressions for <ov> (b ca/sec) as a 

function of Tg were obtained for the (J,p)and the (a,n) reactions. 



Table 10. The contribution of U resonances to <ov> C+0Ca(a,y)l*lfTj[] for Tg « 3 °K. 

Ej® (HeV) uy(ev) 

(Simpson eC al) 

wy(ev) 

(This work) 

<ov> 

b cm/sec 

3.836 > .5 C-6] 1.53 x 103 

3.870 > .3 .89 x 103 

3.875 > .6 Gt] 1.54 x 103 

4.109 > 6.0 7 ± 1.5 6.2 x 103 

o\ 
4̂ 
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**°GaCot,pD'•asi: <av>anal = (3.748xl015) Tg5/6/T 3/2 

exp 

9 ' *9 

-32.09 40.977 

L V/" T* 

using s
0 = 9 x 10* MeV"b 

and G = .233 MeV_1 

^CaU.n) 51Ti; «rv>anal = (5.465 x 1026) G(Tg) 

T 2/ 3 
L 9  

exp f-76.789 F / T9l/3 ] 

using SQ = 1.9 x 1016 MeV -b 

F =0.95 , 

and SqG(T9) - (.714 + 1.118 Tg - .194 T92) x 102 (see p. 16). 

They reproduce the experimental values for <CTV> in the range 

1 1 Tj 1 6 well within the experimental uncertainty except when T^-l 

for the 1|®Ca(a,p)'l3Sc case. This is in the resonant region around 

E-4.3 MeV and because of that one does expect the above expression 

to follow the experimental value accurately without complicating the 

above expression. 

Suggested Future Work 

In the (a,p) and (a,n) case it would be of considerable 

interest to pick a low energy region about a particular resonant 

feature and do a detailed study over smaller energy steps. This 

would define the width of these resonant structures and perhaps tell 
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us whether they are the result of a feature of the nuclear force not 

easily described by present models (a -particle clusters) or simply 

a region of the compound nucleus where the levels spacing is widely 

separated. 

The extension of the measurements of o(E) for the (a,n) case 

would be of interest. Ambiguities in <crv> for i 2°K could be 

eliminated if an enriched ^Ca target could be used. This is simply 

a matter of cost. 

Further concentrated efforts on the (a,y) reaction would pro

bably yield more u>y values. Without a better knowledge of <ov> for 

this reaction the study of the "bottle neck" region (Fig. 1) must be 

considered deficient. 

During the early stages of the work to measure ury for the 

(a,y) reaction a method was attempted which consisted of using a thin 

self-supporting target of l,0Ca at the entrance of a momentum analyzer. 

A y-ray detector was placed near the target and a heavy ion detector 

at the exit of the analyzing system which was designed to select **l*Ti 

ions (Fig. 18). It was hoped that a coincidence requirement could be 

established and thereby reduce the background coapared to that ob

served when looking only at y-rays. Unfortunately it was found that 

slople magnetic analysis of the initial a -particle beam was far froa 

adequate. Many charge states and nany different energetic Ions were 

observed with intensities much greater than any expected **1 pro

duction rates (Fig. 19). Later, a combination of aagnetic and 

electrostatic analysis was used but never with sufficient reduction 
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Pig. 18. Proposed coincidence method for observing capture 
reaction ^°Ca(a.-y) ul4Ti . 
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Pig. 19. Example of many energetic charged particles that Interfered with the ^Ti-y 
coincidence experiment. 



of the count rate in the heavy ion detector to render useful the 

coincidence method. Only the roost crude magnetic and electrostatic 

devices were used. It is possible that further attention to these 

ideas could lead to a useful method for observing capture reactions. 



APPENDIX A 

A DERIVATION OF aQa> 

The transformation of occ, to 0aa' i8 managed in the fol

lowing way. Conservation of angular momentum and parity requires 

one to be more specific about labeling the reaction channels (c), 

c " (di I» if S, I, Ji mj) , 

with the following definition of symbols: 

a: labels each pair of particles and their state of 

excitation; 

I and 1: intrinsic spin of the pair of Incoming particles; 

S • I+i: channel spin; 

1: orbital angular momentum of the pair; 

J-Jt+a: total angular momentum; 

mj: the Z component of J; 

*: the total parity (the product of (-1)* with the Intrinsic 

parity of the pair, a). 

To conserve J and * It is necessary to decoapose <Jaa' into 

contributions f r o m  separate (J,») giving 

cT ' - r 
oa ,. „ 

fjw) aa 

73 
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and therefore 

- (JTT) 
°aa' 

(Jtt) 
ff(a) 
comp 

G(JIR) 

_c£ I <£"> 
(see Eq. 13) (38) 

since aren^ = fc2| a a aa a 0' a 

then G(JIT) 
a 

(Jir) 

k« U 

Each a (a) is obtained from the solution of the Schrodlnger 
comp 

equation in which the optical model potential is used. In terms of 

the complex phase shifts (6^) one has for the absorptive part of 

the cross-section (compound nucleus formation) 

aQ(Abs) 
k2 . a I 

I (21+ 1) (1- |e 2i6afc|2) 

J+S 

= I ; 2J * 1 I I (I-|e2i6a£12> 
(Jit) k2 (21+1) (21+1) 1- J-S S-11-11 

a 

(J*) 
= I o(a) 

J. co6P 

If we define 5 (l-|e2l3°*l2 ) 

then 
S.t 
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and 

I 
_L_ I 2J+1 y T(«) sU* * 

0 «« ' " k* (J,it) (21+1) (21+1) S,A * I T(a") ' (39) 

S'T'aV *' 

the result stated in the text. 

For the cross-section to all levels of the final nucleus, 

we have 

a Z a „ . (40) 
ot - ao 

We can reduce a to an expression of the form used in equa-
a 

tion 6 in the following manner. If we assumed that the Coulomb 

barrier for the incoming channel is much higher than for any out

going channel then 

Tj^a) < < 

which implies 

?aa' * C»/ka) (2i+l)(2i+l) ^ ̂  

At low energies, lmQ terms are largest and one excitation 

level contributes more than any other, that Is, 

2J + 1 
o ^ o • » —.— T fa) 

ao 
k2 (21+1)(21+1) o K  

a 

Since TQ (a) • 1 - e~ TO^ TQ(a) for small TQ(a) and TQ(a)<*V^(a) « 

kr "1 which is ^ e ^ ^ ̂ and if we place 

P02(kr) + C02(kr)LRl 



everything else in S(E), except « -g— , then we have 

°cx0' ^ exp C ( -Eg/E) 1/2 -gE], 

which is the equation used to paramaterize the experimental data. 



APPENDIX B 

THE ESW CALCULATION 

^[^CnCc.p^Sc] 

We wish to evaluate, for the charged particle channels, which 

terms in the expression for o"Qa, (Kq. 39) contribute to the 

cross-section for the above reaction. The symbols defined in the 

previous appendix A apply to the following work. 

In the energy riglon of Interest here, only three outgoing 

channels are possible: 

a + 1,0Ca -• 1,0 Ca + a 

1,3 Sc + p 

l*l'Ti + y 

The transmission functions (Tj) for all these reactions oust be in-

eluded In the denominator term I T(a") when evaluating 3raa 
a 

In writing the transmission functions for the a • ""'fa » 

'•'Sc + p possibility we consider the states shown In Table 11-

Higher states of excitation (&g) do not contribute strongly to 

the cross-section for Kcm • 9 MeV. 

On applying the rules listed on page 14 oae obtain* unw 

that require evaluation for a calculation of (fc4 *°i These 

terms arc sho»m on pages 79-82. 
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Table 11. Incoming and outgoing channels for u0Ca(a,p)'43Sc. 

a (chano) Ex (MeV) Description I* 1* S Intrinsic 

parity of 

pair (a) 

(Pj'Pi) 

m 
c 
mm 

! 1 
w 
C 

0 ground state 0+ 0 + 0 + 

O
u
t
g
o
i
n
g
 

2 0 ground state 7/2" 1/2+ A,3 -

O
u
t
g
o
i
n
g
 

3 . 151 1st excited st 3/2+ 1/2+ 2,1 + 

O
u
t
g
o
i
n
g
 

U .1*12 2nd excited st 3/2" 1/2+ 2,1 -



J,TT 

Tp (1)[ T^(2) ] 

CT0(1)+ T3(2)+ ^(4)+....+ T0+ I (TUOCA*>] °'+ 

+ [ 0] 0,-

+ [o] 1,+ 

+  3  T J ( 1 ) £  T2 (2)+2 ] 1,-

(TJ (2)+ T2(2) + 2 T4(2)+ 2 TX(3) T3(3)+ TQ(4)+ 2T2(4)+...+TY+ ICTIFO^)] 

+ 5 T2(I) Ql1 (2) + 2 T3(2) + 2 T5(2)] 2 + 

[T2(l> + Tj (2) + 2T3(2)+ 2T5(2)+ Tq(3)+ 2T2(3)+2T1(4)+2Tq(4)+..,+Tyf 

I ( T uoCa*^ 
* [0] 2,-

* Co] 3»+ 

VO 
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The denominator [j •£] in Table 11 refers to the corres

ponding J,it term in a^ Terms beyond were small for all ener

gies considered in this calculation. The denominator terms, Ty and 

I (Tmj£a*)» refer to possible y-ray outgoing channels and inelastic 

scattering channels respectively. 

Since low Jl-values contribute more strongly to the cross-

section than high values, the angular momentum addition rules have 

resulted in the dominating "a^» for 0^3 and J^-l" for 0^. 

Because of this T^ for I > 6 in the incoming channel were not cal

culated and I > 5 in the outgoing channels. 

To evaluate each Tj^a) a table of 2"0, irregular [p0(n,pX] and 

regular [j0(n,p)] Coulomb wave functions [2l] was used with an itera

tive formula to find Gg and for Jlj^O with p and n as follows: 

Incoming p = " .2187 y Rj (E/Aj)1/2 

channel; . 

n s Z1Z2e2/fiv - .1575 ZjZj (Aj/E)1'2 

Outgoing p" h .2187 R, (p 7^ + Q)l/2 

- - 1 / 

channel; n = .1575 Z^Z^ (p / (pe/AJ + Q) )1/2 . 

The atomic aass of the projectile la Aj, Rj Is in Permla, 

and E is the laboratory energy in MeV C22U* The procedure outlined 

on page 15 is used to find Rj. 

Over the range of energies of interest in these calculations, 

Fg2 was in general auch less than Gt2 and therefore It vu 
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necessary to calculate only G^. Examples of Tjj, are shown In 

Fig. 20. 

For the case l40Ca(a,oi')l+®Ca one finds that at energies 

of Interest to this calculation, the contribution to the total 

reaction rate is negligible. 

The ESW Calculation of oQ For 

"eCa(q,n)51Ti 

For the above caae we have the possibilities 

52Ti + y a + 8Ca 

51 
Ti + n 

u0Ca + a* 

The last possibility represents a negligible contribution to the 

total reaction rate. Since the outgoing channels are neutral parti

cles then the Incoming Coulomb barrier is the dominating factor and 

we have 

^in^a^ * * Tout^' Tout(n) 

giving 

°oa' 
I ;j + I 

K (JO (21+1) (21 +1) 
I Tt(a) 

S* 
(41) 

We see chat there are no excited states to sum over to 

41. It is, therefore, a*>re staple than the 1,0Ca(a,p)*c*se. 

Since I"0 and 1*0 w« have 
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43Sc+P 

Ti + Y 

e(M«v) 

•Jo. Trctnooii»»lo*i luncclims lor 

slate of %i3e ooly). 

«3 Ca(a,p)<*JSc (ground 
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" kj7 tj0 C1) + 3TiCD +5T2 (1̂ 7T3 (1)K... ] (42) 

This will be the maximum value of the cross-section. By taking into 

account the possible outgoing channels each of the above terms will 

be reduced by some fraction. See Fig. 21 for a plot of E£ 

versus T^ for Jl=0 through Jl-5. 

y-Ray Channels 

To evaluate Ty we apply the work of Michand and Fowler Qo] 

in which they develop a semiempirical formula and evaluate the free 

parameters by comparing than to the results of radiative neutron 

lab 
capture experiments of Macklin and Gibbons. At energies EQ >5.5 

MeV, Ty is found to be negligible Qa,p) case but at - 5.0 

MeV T * * T (1) and is therefore a significant correction in the 
Y A i 

denominator of the terms 

The expression found by Michand et al. QoJ is as follows: 

log1(J(TY) - 2.92-3.33 log10(Ac) + .286 (ACB') l/2+3.95(Ac«J' )*l/2 

where 

B' - B - Aee (Aee - aywetry correction), 

Aee - Cj[E,ee-6(N) "2 + 

with 
C3 - 1.8, - 3.8 and Cj • 13 (e«plrlcal constants). 

The quantity, B, is approximately equal to the energy of 

excitation in the compound nucleua. for ** Tl, Ac - 44 (atovlc 

amu) 
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Fig. 21. Transmission -functions for 48Ca(a,n)51Ti. -
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E'ee ~ 1.083 MeV (energy of first excited state) 

and 

6(N) • .6 (pairing effect correction). 

Figure 20 gives versus E. 



APPENDIX C 

DETERMINATION OF RGG/NAI 

The ratio Rce/Nai ^or t'ie Y-ray was obtained by 

direct measurement. This was done by placing the lt3Sc source between 

the Ge(Li) detector and the Nal(TJl) detector using the same detector-

source geometry as in the data taking situations (Fig. 10). 

By counting the decay for equal time Intervals (at the same time) 

the above ratio was obtained. 

However, some difficulties arise because of a combination of 

decay and detector characteristics. The decay mode for '43Sc as shown 

previously consists of a 374 keV y-ray which is preceded by the emis

sion of a B+. This branch of the decay occurs about 22Z of the time 

and is the one by which we determine whether a reaction has occurred. 

This event is unfortunately complicated by rapid annihilation of the 

and a nearby electron creating two 511 keV y-rays. This happens 

so quickly that the Nal(TJt) detector considers the 374 keV y-ray and 

Che 511 y-rays simultaneous events. One will then observe in the 

pulse height-analyzer (PHA) a rather complicated energy spectrum. 

Figure 9b is an example of an energy spectrum taken with a 

NaKTi) detector. The 374 keV and the 511 keV y-rays are present as 

well as a sum peak consisting of 374 + 511 '• 885 keV. In addition to 

89 
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the full-energy peaks and the sum-peak, one must also consider that 

part of the spectrum which is constructed from simultaneous full 

energy 374 keV y-ray events and 511 keV y-Compton events. This will 

give an essentially continuous spectrum over the range between 374 

37 U 
keV and approaching 885 keV. To find an accurate value for RGe/NaI 

we must add up all of the events in which the 374 keV Y_ray was com

pletely absorbed by the detector. One can easily count the number 

of 374 keV y-ray events in the full energy peak and the sum-peak but 

due to high unknown background the number of 374 keV y-rays summed 

with Compton-511 keV y-ray events are more difficult to determine 

directly. 

The calculation of the ratio, #£(374+511)/#E(374+511 Cpt.), 

can be made using the tabulation of Nal(Tt) detector efficiencies for 

various y-ray energies, detector sizes and distances from the source 

115]. This information Is given for the Compton events as well aa for 

the full energy events In the Nal(Tt) detector. Looking at these 

tables we can construct a table of our own consisting of the proba

bility of full energy and Compton events for the 374 keV and the 511 

keV y-ray for which we are Interested (Table 12). 

Let py represent the probability of a full energy event and 

let Cy represent the probability of a Coapton event for a particular 

Y-ray. These probabilities contain Intrinsic detector properties aa 

well as the geometry of the source-detector syatea. Using Table 12 

and realizing that the probability of summation (Pj^) la the product 

of the probability of the two Independent events In question, ve 
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Table 12. Probabilities of full energy absorption and Compton 

scattering for 374 keV and 511 keV y-rays. 

Ey (keV) PY S 

374 .365 .10 

511 .23 .13 

can vrite that 

P374+511 Compton " P374 2C511 

and 

P • P 2P 
374+511 374 *r5ll 

where the two is used because there are two 511 y-rays for any 

given 374 keV y-ray in the decay process we are considering. Hence, 

the ratio of Compton 511 y-rays su«»ed with 374 keV y-rays to 511 keV 

Y-rays sunned with 374 keV y-rays is 

P374+511 Cpt. C511 .13 
" 723 " 565 • 

374+511 511 

That is, there are about cvlce a* uny full energy sims as partial 

energy sua*. Experimentally it Is fouxvd that there are about rwlce 

as many full energy 374 keV y-rays as there are full energy suoucIOOJ 

of 374 keV y-rays and 511 keV y-rays. T>te ainjve calculations there

fore implies a correction of about 152. After applying this correc-

tlon and adding up all of the full e&cr&y 374 keV y-ray events In th« 



Nal(TA) detector and taking the ratio of 374 keV y-ray events In 

the Ge(Li) detector the value of 

37 <• 

^Ce/Nal " *23 

was found. 



APPENDIX D 

COMPUTER PROGRAMS USED IN THIS WORK 

Program for Background Subtractions 

This program will fit a linear, quadratic or cubic poly

nomial to a given background region and subtract it from a region 

designated as the "peak". It uses a "least squares" method in which 

the expression 

n 

X2 - I ( h (x) - DWx)2) 
1-1 

is minimized where f^(x) is the functional value at x and D^(xJ Is 

the data point value at x. As well as giving the area of the "peak" 

(A) It also gives AA, the uncertainty in A, which was evaluated as 

follows: 

n 

A - I (Tt - Bt) 
1-0 

1 / 2  

and gives for AA: 

A * -  I C (  > 2  t  

n • nuaber of channels in the peak region, 
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• number of counts In channel (i), 

• number of counts given by the background fit in 

channel (i). 

Program for Calculation 

of Experimental Cross-Section 

This program calculates the experimental cross-section (c) 

and Aa ualng F.q. 34. Only e, t', A and T have large errors in 

this exPreasion and from them ACT was calculated as follows: 

<• 

? 3o 2 
i*i (Txt AXi> 

where *1 • t', e, A, x 

Program for Ueteralnation of S(E) and G 

In this program S(E) and G are found for F.q. 9a where 

g is repla^d by Kg 

Ktrac C la calculated to minimize the range of values of S(E) 

over the rajige of E by an interative procedure. This is accomplished 

by giving the computer an Initial value (K^), a test interval (AK) 

and so«® f»age of K fro* which it is to obtain the beat value to mini

mize the range of S(E). Small changes in AK and AE, the integration 

interval. £ive large changes in S(E). Final values chosen were AE -

5 keV * .025. After this is done S(E) is calculated for each 

energy 



S(EQ) - EQCT exp [EG/CEO-E^)]1/^ G(E0-ETH) 

and then S(E) Is determined by a least squares fit using a constant 

through fifth degree polynomial. This is equivalent to constructing 

a "fit" for a. When the program completes this part it then takes 

the above o and evaluates the expression 

AE E-AE 

Eo(E)dE o(E)dE 

which is the energy correction given by Eq. 22. When this is 

completed a new G and S(E) are found as above. 

Program for Calculation of <ov> 

This program calculates <ov> (Fq .  5) as well as F(E) 

which is defined as the integrand of the Integral represented by <crv>. 

An error is also calculated which in this case is a simple propaga

tion of error from at Ao with the assumption that no uncertainty 

exists in E. 

A calculation of «rv> required a numerical integration. It 

was carried out by integrating part of the integrand (P(E)) exactly, 

as follows: 

P(E) = o(B) E exp (-E/kT) 

I = f P(E) dE - J [oCEj) E exp (-E/kT) dE] 
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AE - Ej^ — E^ J Ej < Ej < E^ • 

The calculation was made for successively smaller AE until I was 

observed to converge. 
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